
Abstract:

1. Introduction

In this paper an autonomous leader-follower is pre-

sented and tested in an unknown and unpredictable envi-

ronment. Three different types of controller named as

First principles-based proportional (P) controller, Fuzzy

Logic Controller, and Model-based Predictive Controller

are developed and tested in real-time to provide a smooth

following behaviour. The follower used the leader's status

sent by a smart phone to differentiate between obstacles

and the leader and then using two types of sensor, laser

and sonar, during the obstacle avoidance procedure. In

order to identify the leader again out of many obstacles

around, two alternative techniques are proposed using

superposition of the scans collected by the laser and pre-

dicting the leader's trajectory using evolving Takagi-

Sugeno (eTS). At the end, experiments are presented with

a real-time mobile robot at Lancaster University.

Keywords: leader-following robot, human-robot interac-

tion, evolving Takagi-Sugeno.

The role of robotics has grown significantly in wide

variety of applications such as defence, security, industry,

etc.

Many autonomous robots are developed to operate

with humans in work environments like nursing homes

[1], hospitals [2] and office buildings. In order such robots

to be socially acceptable to people, they need to interact

with humans and navigate in such a way that people ex-

pect them to do without using specific technical exper-

tise.Also, in some applications robot is required to operate

in an unknown environment and needs to posses the capa-

bility of performing multitude of tasks autonomously

without complete a priori information while adapting to

continuous changes in the working environments [3]. This

paper focuses on the ability of mobile robots to follow a

moving object/leader. Following the leader can present

significant challenges. In order to follow moving objects

in an unknown environment, the robot should be aware of

the surrounding obstacles and also be capable of distingu-

ishing obstacles from the leader. Furthermore, the follo-

wer should be aware of any, possibly unpredictable, beha-

viour of the leader beforehand and respond to that.

This paper describes an intelligent person-follower

behaviour for Unmanned Ground-based Vehicles (UGV)

aiming to follow the movements of the leader with un-

known trajectory or kinematic model of motion. The pro-

posed behaviour requires minimal or no intervention from

the leader while following him/her in an unknown and

unpredictable environment. It should be highlighted that

it operates autonomously with high-level of intelligence

and situation awareness in contrast to currently available

UGVs which are operated remotely, but manually [4], [5]

and often rely on GPS or pre-loaded maps.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

First, in Section 2 related works on person-following un-

der investigation is summarized and some challenges in

leader-follower tasks are pointed out. The proposed ap-

proach is briefly outlined in Section 3. Section 4 describes

the basic follower by introducing three different control-

lers, namely, a first principle controller, a fuzzy logic con-

troller, and a predictive controller. Section 5 introduces

detecting obstacles and the method for differentiating

them from the leader. Sections 6 and 7 describe status of

the leader's motion and obstacle avoidance behaviours.

Section 8 describes how the follower rejoins the leader

after avoiding the obstacle. Section 9 displays the experi-

mental results. At the end, Section 10 provides conclusion

and future works.

2. Related Work
One of the most common methods in person following

is to use an external device to attach to a person/leader or

wearing an emitting device located in the range of sight of

the mobile robot [6], [7]. However, existing systems that

provide positioning information are not a practical solu-

tion since they mostly rely on pre-installed and calibrated

environment infrastructures [7]. Several researchers have

investigated using a camera for tracking moving objects.

In [8] a camera-based method is used for face detection of

the leader; nevertheless, this method is not robust due to

varying background colour and illumination conditions as

the robot moves through various environments. Tarokh

and Ferrari [9] implemented a fuzzy controller with came-

ra-based target-position estimation to produce steering

speed commands to keep the moving target centred in the

camera view. In order to improve the target recognition

algorithm, they allowed a few objects besides the target to

enter the camera's field of view [9]. To address the diffi-

culties of the camera-based method for person-following,

the method developed in [10], [12] integrated laser-based

and camera-based techniques together. Laser is used to

find the leader's legs and a camera to detect the leader's

face. Using face detection, however, requires the leader

always to face the robot, and is, thus, practically impossi-

ble and inconvenient for the leader when the robot follows

the person behind. On the other hand, Cielniak and his

colleagues used an omni-directional camera [11], which

requires a new training of an artificial neural network for

each person that needs to be followed. Such a requirement
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restricts the generality of the method. Other methods for

person-following require a previously acquired map of the

environment. Montemerlo and colleagues developed a la-

ser-based leader-follower using mobile robots [13]. How-

ever, in order to follow a person by a robot a prior map of

the environment is required which makes the method un-

suitable for cases where a map of the environment is un-

available or the robot is required to frequently change the

place during its operation. Our proposed approach is simi-

lar to Shaker and Saade [14], who use a laser range finder

to detect a person's position providing distance informa-

tion to the system for the control process. However, they

used the relative velocity of the robot to the person's leg

and the difference between the relative distance and the

safe distance in [14] instead of using the angle/bearing of

the robot towards the moving object (leader) as the inputs

of the fuzzy inference system as we do. Moreover, the au-

thors of [14] did not address the challenge when the robot

meets an obstacle and the algorithm is only tested in in-

door environment when no other obstacles are around.

3. The proposed approach
The approach introduced in this paper is innovative

and has been implemented on a laboratory demonstrator

for UK Ministry of Deference (MoD) funded project [31].

It has a hierarchical architecture and three main layers

(Fig. 1). The Basic Follower procedure is operating in the

first layer which will be explained in more details in the

following section. The second layer is activated only when

the follower meets an obstacle and avoids it by manoeuv-

ring around. At the third layer, the follower determines the

current position of a person and rejoins the leader.

The key feature of the person-following behaviour is

maintaining a distance and heading of the robot directed

towards the leader [15]. The robot has to maintain a certain

safe distance from the leader and, at the same time, follow

the leader in a smooth motion. To achieve a robust trac-

king, a first principle controller based on the linearization

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the proposed approach

with its three layers: 1) Basic Follower; 2) Obstacle avoi-

dance; 3) Rejoining.

error [16] is used.Alternatively, in order to obtain more ac-

curate tracking, a fuzzy controller can be applied. Note,

that a well-tuned fuzzy controller [17], [23] can also achie-

ve a higher accuracy comparing to the simple linear con-

troller. However, the challenging issue to the conventional

controllers is that they generate the manipulated value

(control command) according to the observation of system

status at the current and the past time instants while the

purpose of the control is to minimise the observed error in

the forthcoming (future) time instant. Taking into account

the dynamic nature of the target system, this delay, in turn,

may lead to larger errors. In order to minimise the response

delay and improve the control quality, we propose a pre-

dictive controller using evolving Takagi-Sugeno (eTS)

fuzzy rules [19], [20] as a model predictor. This novel me-

thod [18], [19] allows the TS fuzzy model to be designed

on-line during the process of the control and operation.

This is especially suitable for applications such as UGV

autonomous navigation where the mobile robots operate in

an unknown environment [21].

The person-follower algorithm has the role of provi-

ding the information needed by first principle/fuzzy/ pre-

dictive controller to control the motion of the robot. The

algorithm analyses the information provided by the laser

sensor to detect the position of the leader. Laser provides

the distance, relative to the robot and angle/bearing to-

wards the moving target, measured in real-time (Fig. 2).

The obtained relative distance and relative bearing are then

made available as input information to the controller. The

outputs (control action) are the velocities of the robot's

wheels which will determine how much speed change is

needed by the robot in order to follow the leader.

The aim is maintaining a pre-defined distance, and

a bearing angle of 0 so that the target is closely followed

without a collision to any obstacle. Note, that due to unpre-

dictable movement of the target/follower, there will be

some misalignment between the heading of the leader and

the robot (bearing in Fig. 2).

In an unknown environment, the follower should be

aware of all surrounding obstacles and have enough intel-

ligence to detect and avoid them. To make this happen, we

propose two conditions to be checked by the follower. The

first condition is a sudden and large drop in the distance

d

d

Fig. 2. The leader (target) and the follower attempting to

keep a constant distance, dref and to nullify the misalign-

ment, .
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Fig. 3a. Distance component.

Fig. 3b. Angular component.
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max

which leads to a large acceleration of the robot. How-

ever, if the distance is smaller than (the required refe-

rence distance we want the UGV to follow the leader at),

the velocity component, is set to Negative. The tech-

nical limit of the Pioneer 3-DX robot is = 1400 mm/s.

(4.1)

(4.2)

Fuzzy controllers have recently been used in a variety

of applications such as underground trains, robotics, etc.

owing mainly to their flexibility and higher accuracy

which is achieved due to their non-linearity. The data from

the detection of moving objects provided by the laser is,

sometimes, noisy and could be, occasionally, incorrect.

Therefore, in order to provide a more flexible (non-linear)

relation between the inputs (distance and bearing to the

target/leader) and outputs (the velocities of both wheels),

a Zadeh-Mamdani type FLC [23] has been implemented

which consists of twenty five fuzzy rules (Table 1) for

each left/right robot wheels.

4.2. Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC)

which causes the negative velocity of the wheels; the se-

cond alternative condition is the signal from the leader

which indicates its motion status.

After collision detection and avoidance procedure, the

follower should be able to determine the new position of

the leader out of, possibly, many objects in front of it, and

rejoin the leader again. Two alternative techniques aiming

to identify the current position of the leader are introduced

which rely on the prediction of the trajectory of the leader

and on super-positioning of the scans taken by the laser.

The proposed approach for person-following will be

explained in more details in the following sections.

In order to track the leader, the heading of the mobile

robot is controlled indirectly through the difference of the

velocities of both wheels. Three alternative controllers are

used to control the robot motion while following a person.

1) First principles-based proportional (P) controller;

2) Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC);

3) Model-based Predictive Controller (MBPC).

The controller is based on the explicit linear des-

cription of the problem. It keeps acceleration of the robot

proportional to the distance to the target/leader, [22].

Due to the inertia of the real systems it takes a short period

of time after a velocity command is received by the motor

for the desired velocity to be reached. The velocities of

both wheels (left and right) are selected as control values

and the turning of the robot is achieved by control of the

velocity difference between the left and right wheels.

When the velocity of the left wheel is higher than the

velocity of right wheel, the robot makes a right turn and

vice versa. Based on these principles, the wheel velocity

control model is described by the following equations:

It consists of two components; the component for

maintaining , and the pair of velocities and to de-

termine the heading of the mobile robot. The two com-

ponents are defined by the following equations:

(3)

where is threshold of insensitivity which filters the

sensors; and are proportionality coefficients. = 2

and = 3, are chosen based on preliminary tests)

Fig. 3 depicts the linear proportionality between; a) the

velocity of the robot and distance to the target measured

from the robot (Fig. 3a); b) the heading angle (determined

by the left and right velocities) and the angle/bearing to the

target/leader respectively (Fig. 3b). When the distance

between the robot and the target is too large, the velocity

component gets a higher value in order to maintain the

4. Basic Follower

(1)

(2)

4.1. First Principles-based Controller
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Table 1.a. Rule table of "Left Velocity".

(N=Negative, SN=Small Negative, S=Small, SP=Small

Positive, P=Positive, QB=Quick Backward, SB=Slow

Backward, H=Hold, SF=Slow Forward, QF=Quick Forward)

Table 1.b. Rule table of "Right Velocity".

d

Fig. 4. FLC schematic diagram.

d

R R

Each rule represents a typical situation during the

"Leader following" task. The input vector is formed based

on real-time measurements by the sensors (laser or sonar)

providing the distance, and angle/bearing (see Fig. 4).

The closeness between the measured input vector and

the focal points of each fuzzy set is calculated based on

triangular/trapezoidal membership functions illustrated in

Fig. 5. The result is aggregated to form the degree of firing

for each rule and normalized and aggregated further to

form the overall output of the FLC [23].

(5)

where denotes the i membership function; and are

the inputs; - number of the fuzzy rules, =25.

The commonly used aggregation method called "cen-

tre of gravity" is applied to determine the firing strength of

each fuzzy rule as follows:

(6)

�

��i
th

(7)

where =[ ,..., ; ,..., ] are the parameters of the

consequent part of the FLC.

The antecedent part of the fuzzy rules is defined by

linguistically interpretable terms that describe the distan-

ce (Fig. 5a) and angle/bearing (Fig. 5b); the consequent

fuzzy sets are defined in respect to the left velocity and

right velocity (Fig. 6).

As mentioned earlier, the key aim in using a controller

is to minimise the observed error provided by the observa-

tion of the systems status at the current and the past time

instants. However, delay in response caused by dynamic

nature of the target may lead to large errors. In order to

minimise the error caused by the delay, a more advanced

class of controllers is used, namely model-based predicti-

ve controllers (MBPC) [24], [27]. MBPC is an optimal

a a a a a

Fig. 6 Fuzzy sets for left/right velocity (mm/s).

11 1 21 2R R

Fig. 5a. Fuzzy sets for distance (mm).

Fig. 5b. Fuzzy sets for angle/bearing (deg).

4.3. Model-based Predictive Controller
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control strategy that uses the dynamic model of the system

to obtain an optimal control sequence by minimising an

objective function (8).

The MBPC used employs a discrete-time prediction

model and control law. The discrete-time model of the ro-

bot motion used can be given by [35]:

(8)

where and are the linear and angular velocities; and

is a sampling period.

In a general, state space form it can be given as:

(9)

where = [ ] is the control input; and = [ ] des-

cribes the configuration

The leader's trajectory and the robot motion control

(velocities) vector, u are related by:

(10)

The problem of trajectory leader tracking can be stated

as "to find a control law in such a way that at any time in-

stant", satisfies:

(11)

This tracking problem is solved by employing MBPC.

At each sampling instant, the model is used to predict the

behaviour of the system over a prediction horizon, . The

predicted output values, denoted ( ) = 1,...,

depend on the state of the process at the current time in-

stant, and on the future , ( ) =

0,..., 1, where is the . The sequence

of future control signal ( ) = 0,..., 1, is com-

puted by optimising a given objective function, in order to

track the reference trajectory, as close as possible [27],

[37].

(12)

where 0, 0 is the output error and control increment

weighting

The first term accounts for minimising the variance of

the process output from the reference, while the second

term represents a penalty on the control effort.

Ohya and Monekata [24] proposed an algorithm to

predict the next position and speed of the leader based on

the history of the leader's position with time instance re-

corded. However, they assume that the leader will move

with the constant acceleration and same angular velocity,

which is unrealistic. On the other hand, some other appro-

aches [25], [26] propose using the predictive target trac-

king algorithm based on the well established Kalman filter

v T

u v w X x y

x

k

H

X k + j for j H

k control signals u k + j for j

H H control horizon

u k + j for j H

x

�

�

�
�
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T T

n

n

p

p

c c

c

r

and report achieving high reliability. Babuska [27] used

a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy model as a model predictor;

however, the model was predefined off-line with a fixed

structure which assumes knowing the order and nature of

the non-linearity associated with the leader's motion. In

this paper, we propose to go further and use evolving Ta-

kagi-Sugeno (eTS) fuzzy ruled-based systems [18-20],

[36] which requires no assumptions on the order and com-

plexity of the non-linearity and the structure of the con-

troller. We propose a MBPC that is using eTS (eMBPC) to

predict the next position of the leader online for a horizon

of several steps ahead based on the historical observations

(time-series of realtime readings).

(13a)

(13b)

where (.) is a short-hand notation for the eTS fuzzy

rule-based model and -represent the memory used.

In this technique, the controller continuously estima-

tes the future predicted position of the leader as he/she

moves. Once the leader's future position is estimated, the

motion controller implements the required control signals

to the robot wheels having in mind the position of

the leader. This leads to minimising the tracking error cau-

sed by the delay in response of the controller and increa-

sing the performance and reliability of the Leader follo-

wing behaviour.

MBPC operates in real-time, on-line and is self-lear-

ning (both in terms of its parameters and in terms of its

structure). Moreover, it does not need to be fed by an ini-

tial structure or tuned which makes it generic. The data are

processed on-line (in one-pass) and, therefore, it requires

very limited computational resource and is suitable for on-

board implementation on the mobile robots (UGV). The

improved performance of the prediction is discussed in

Section 8

Differentiating between an obstacle and the is

one of the challenging aspects of this task. As mentioned

earlier, in Section 3, distance and angle/bearing to the

nearest object are used as inputs of the controller. If the

leader disappears from the view of the robot after meeting

and obstacle (for example quickly avoiding it), the latter

may be misled. The robot may find it difficult to distin-

guish between cases when the leader stopped and cases

when the leader quickly disappeared and the nearest ob-

ject is, in fact, an obstacle that needs to be avoided. The

UGV should have enough intelligence to differentiate bet-

ween these two cases which may look similar if only dis-

tance and bearing are used as inputs. To address this prob-

lem, we proposed two conditions to be checked;

i. Sudden large drop of the distance

ii. Signal related to the leader's motion status

If the distance to the leader suddenly drops signifi-

cantly (more than ), the robot moves backwards to

maintain the reference distance which leads to a negative

velocity of the robot wheels (Zone B, Fig. 7). Such moves

(that lead to a distance drop) often take place during the

eTS

leader

d

�

future

.

5. Detecting Obstacles
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process of leader following (Zone A, Fig. 7) but the am-

ount of the distance drop is usually not large since the con-

troller aims to minimise the deviations from . However,

when an obstacle is detected or the leader stops the dis-

tance drop is large and sudden (contrast zone B to zone A,

Fig. 7).

The second condition assumes a short informative sig-

nal from the leader to be sent wirelessly which indicates its

motion status (to be described in more detail in Section 6).

Summarising, the two conditions used to distinguish

the leader (when (s)he stops) from an obstacle are formu-

lated as; i) the mean velocity of both wheels to be negative,

and; ii) the leader to have motion status ' '. If both

conditions are satisfied at the same time, the robot starts

executing an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre (to be descri-

bed in Section 7). This part of the algorithm can be illus-

trated by the following IF-THEN rule.

(mean velocity) < 0 && (leader's status is 'walking')

{

ObstacleAvoidance procedure

}

{

Basic Follower procedure

}

After avoiding the obstacle, the robot switches again

to the Basic Follower procedure (layer 1, Fig. 1)

Avery robust and effective way of informing the robot

about the motion status of the leader (walking or stopped)

is by using a very short signal emitted by a device carried

by him/her, e.g. The latest generation smart phone (Nokia

N97) which includes several on-board sensors and more

than enough processing capacity to handle them. Eventu-

ally, this off-the-shelf device can be substituted by a much

d

Fig. 7. Distance and velocity of the wheels measurements

(data from the real-life experiment).

walking

ref

IF

Else

.

6. Status of Leader's Motion

smaller purpose-build microprocessing system. Nokia

N97 has on board an ARM11 343 Mhz processor and

works with Symbian OS v.9.4. The selected technology to

connect the robot and the leader was Wi-Fi upon the

802.11 b/g standard [33]. We also experimented the use of

another (3G) mobile connection technology; however, it

entails the installation of third party antennas which

would make system deployment very complex. There-

fore, Nokia N97 was selected.

Note, that the message that is transmitted between the

Nokia N97 and the on-board computer of the Pioneer ro-

bot is extremely short (few bits - the status can be a single

bit 0/1 plus the address of the receiver in a datagram pac-

ket) and can be sent at an extremely low bit rate (it can be

done only by request from the robot when in Zone B, Fig.

6) - this situations practically occurs quite rarely, e.g. with

a frequency in mHz range).

The smart phone Nokia N97 offers some useful featu-

res such as; the accelerometer, orientation, azimuth, GPS

data, and distance to the nearby objects by a proximity

sensor. We discarded GPS data because it implies using

satellite connections and also proximity sensor as lacking

enough range and precision.

From a software point of view, the smart phone has

a Java Midlet (J2ME). At the receiver side (the robot/

UGV) a Java Application (J2SE) is deployed on its on-

board computer [28]. This application is in charge of gat-

hering all datagram packets sent by the smart phone

UDP/IP protocol. TCP/IP connections were initially dis-

carded because no order of the data is required, hence gi-

ving priority to the speed of the reply. Using the UDPdata-

gram protocol allows establishing a connectionless net-

work (the address is a part of the packet) which is a con-

venient solution for the particular problem. The sampling

rate (with which the raw data of the acceleration of the

leader are being collected) is being set by default to 40 Hz.

The data from the internal (to the smart phone) sensor

have been filtered and processed before sending over the

channel to avoid peaks and outliers in the signal and to mi-

nimise the communication (sending the status data instead

of the raw acceleration data reduces the bitrate and the

possibility of an interception dramatically). The robot re-

quests a signal from the leader's device only when Zone B,

Fig. 6 occurs (either when the leader stops or an obstacle

obstructs suddenly his/her way). It is important to stress

again that the latter situation happens very rarely with

a frequency in mHz range

The ability to avoid obstacles is one of the most funda-

mental competences in mobile robotics and autonomous

systems. In order to prevent collision with obstacles, the

follower (UGV) should have Obstacle Avoidance beha-

viour. In our case, after the follower successfully disting-

uishes an obstacle from the leader, the ObstacleAvoidance

procedure is being activated. In order to increase its reli-

ability, we used two types of sensors, sonar and laser. So-

nar sensors are used to check if the UGV fully passed the

obstacle, and laser, alternatively, is used to monitor if there

are no obstacles between the robot and the leader. As a re-

sult, the UGV successfully avoided all obstacles that were

identified (see Section 9 for the experimental result)

via

.

.

7. Obstacle avoidance behaviour
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8. Rejoining the leader
After an obstacle is being avoided, the UGV have to

identify the leader/target out of the, possibly, many objects

that are visible. Two alternative techniques are proposed

for the re-joining the Leader behaviour;

i. Predicting the leader's trajectory

ii. Superposition of the scans taken by the laser

The module for predicting the movements of the lea-

der contributes to the increase of the situation awareness

and enables the UGV to rejoin him/her once the obstacle is

being avoided. As described in Section 4.3, we use evol-

ving Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) fuzzy rule-based systems [18-

20] for predicting in real-time the position of the leader/

target. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 for one step ahead pre-

diction. However, to predict the position of the leader after

avoiding the obstacle is very difficult (leader may go to

a completely opposite direction). In order to minimise the

error and achieve a more precise re-joining behaviour an-

other alternative technique is proposed using superposi-

tion of the laser's scan which is explained in more details

in the next section.

An alternative technique to implement Rejoin the lea-

der behaviour is proposed which is based on super-impo-

sing the scans taken by the laser in real-time. The idea is to

subtract the motion of the robot and, thus, to leave the ob-

jects that are static clearly separated and visible from the

moving objects for which the cloud (cluster) of points will

be moving. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.

We propose using online clustering to identify the

moving object(s)/target(s) and to distinguish them from

the static object(s). The online clustering is based on

recursive calculation of the Euclidian distance between

the new points in respect to the previously gathered

centres [32]. From Fig. 8 it is clearly seen that points

which belong to static objects remain in the same place of

the space, overlapping the previously gathered points

corresponding to the same objects. (The reason that

overlap in Fig. 9 is not absolutely perfect is the noise

associated with the real measurements and data streams

induced from both laser sensor and movement of the

robot). However, it is easy to distinguish points which

belong to an object from points that belong to moving

8.1. Predicting the Leader's Trajectory

Fig. 8. Leader's Trajectory prediction using eTS (black

dotted line - line trajectory of the leader, red solid line - the

prediction using eTS).

8.1.1. Superposition of the Laser's Scans

objects (e.g. the leader). This approach also provides

information about the distance in terms of direction of the

moving object(s) (e.g. the leader). It is sparse in terms of

space with their total mean deviation bigger than the

others.

The experiment was carried out outdoors (Fig. 10a)

and indoors (Fig. 10b) at Lancaster University in October

2009 with a Pioneer 3-DX mobile robot. The Pioneer 3-

DX [29] is equipped with a digital compass, a laser, sonar

sensors and onboard computer. It is very suitable for va-

rious research tasks including mapping, vision, monito-

Fig. 9. Scans taken by the laser mounted on the mobile ro-

bot. The static obstacles (walls) are clearly seen as clus-

ters of circle dots centers of these clusters were identified

on-line as the square dots; one of the cluster centers was

moving which indicates the leader - it is shown as a string

of cross points (the position of the cluster centers in diffe-

rent time instants are linked with a solid line indicating of

the leader's motion direction).

Fig. 10a. Outdoor experiment.

9. Experimental Result

Fig. 10b. Indoor experiment.
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ring, localisation, etc [21], [22]. The leader (the role was

played by the first author of the paper) carried a late gene-

ration smart phone in his pocket used only in

mode to provide leader's status (' ' or '

') as described in Section 6.

The experiment was performed in 3 main phases and

was fully unsupervised (without using GPS or any exter-

nal links; the wireless connection only was used to down-

load data; the only manual intervention was to start and

stop the robot). In phase 1, the robot started with the Basic

Follower behaviour (layer 1, Fig. 1). In phase 2, in order to

test the ability of the robot/UGV to autonomously disting-

uish obstacles from the cases when the leader stops, he

quickly disappeared behind an obstacle (Fig. 11a). The

robot detected the obstacle after the two conditions were

checked and satisfied (Section 5) and avoided the obstacle

successfully (Fig. 11b). In phase 3, both Rejoining the

leader behaviours (Section 8) were tested successfully

(Fig. 11c).

Nokia N97

wi-fi moving statio-

nary

Fig. 11b. Robot avoided the obstacle.

Fig. 11c. Robot searched for the leader and rejoins him.

Fig. 11a. Leader quickly disappears behind the obstacle.

The video clips from the experiments are available at:

http://www.lancs.ac.uk/staff/angelov/Researc h.htm

When the Basic Follower behaviour is realised a 90°

fan area is being scanned using the laser with 1° resolu-

tions [30]. It returns the distance, and the bearing/angle,

to the nearest object (Table 2).

The aim was to control the distance, as close as pos-

sible to (in this experiment = 500mm). The samp-

ling frequency was 10Hz (100ms per sample). The con-

trol values were generated at each sampling interval. Al-

though, during the experiment the target/leader performed

a series of behaviours including acceleration, decelera-

9.1. Basic Follower

d

Fig. 12.b. Angle measured in real-time (the interval when

the robot stopped is clearly marked; the high variance of

the readings when the robot is moving is due to the noise

and imperfection of the laser scanner and the controller).

d

d d

�

Table 2. Example of the data collected in realtime with the

control inputs and outputs.

Fig. 12.a. Distance measured in real-time (the interval

when the robot stopped is clearly marked; the high

variance when the robot is moving is due to the noise and

imperfection of the laser scanner and the controller).

ref ref
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Time

(ms)

0

200

400

600

800

1000

d

(mm)

588.07

563.28

570.84

583.25

566.37

575.64

�
�

�

�

( )

9.13

8.30

0.467

8.17

6.27

18.81

Velocity

Left (mm/s)

203.54

134.05

143.09

191.01

131.90

207.7

Velocity

Right (mm/s)

148.75

183.87

140.29

141.99

151.57

94.86
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tion, turning, reversing, the UGV, following the leader

smoothly and even moving back when the leader stopped

(the distance, d became smaller than the distance, ).

The velocity was measured by the tachometer (odo-

meter) of the robot [28]. An example of the measured dis-

tance and angle to the target is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Traditional (P) controllers are known to be heavily re-

liant on tuning. Therefore, when a P controller was used it

required some tests to establish suitable parameters (

and ). FLC was also not free form this disadvantage

MBPC is self-learning and, therefore, it did not require

extensive prior tuning. Table 2 illustrates the comparison

between the three controllers. The discrepancy between

the real observation and the target values of distance and

angle has been used to calculate the errors. The mean

absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error

(RMSE) are used as the criteria for the comparison of the

three controllers. As it is clear from the table, predictive

controller has assisted the fuzzy controller to achieve

a better control performance in terms of distance and to

some extent in terms of tracking angle to minimise the

delay in control response. FLC also has a better perfor-

mance compare to Pcontroller in term of distance. In order

to improve the angle tracking in FLC which is worse than

P controller, more rules describing the response to diffe-

rent observation in angles can be added to the fuzzy con-

troller to achieve higher accuracy. Also, the off-line tech-

niques such as ANFIS [34] can be used in order to get the

optimal parameters of fuzzy controller.

When the leader meets an obstacle and disappears

quickly from the view of the robot, this is detected by acti-

vating the procedure described in Section 5 using a signal

sent through connection from the smart phone that

the leader carries. Combining the two conditions the ro-

bot/follower initiates an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre.

This behaviour is activated immediately after the ob-

stacle is being avoided. The challenging part is the need

the robot to identify the leader out of many objects. One al-

ternative was to use the prediction (as described in Section

8). Another approach is to super-impose the laser's scans.

The following sub-sections describe the results using each

of the two techniques.

The precision of the prediction as described in Section

8.1 is in order of 100mm for a prediction horizon of 3-5 s

(the prediction horizon is determined by the obstacle avoi-

dance module) [31]. Note, however, that this is an useful

d

k

k

Table 3. Result comparison.

wi-fi

ref

9.1.1. Controllers Comparison

9.3.1. Predicting the Leader's Trajectory

1

2

9.2. ObstacleAvoidance

9.3. Rejoining the Leader

range of errors, because the aim is to rejoin the leader after

an obstacle avoidance and to approximately identify the

location of the leader in such a way that there is no other

obstacle in the vicinity of dozen cm which is reasonable,

although not perfect. A higher precision may be prefer-

able, but the task is very complex since the motion of the

leader, especially, when avoiding an obstacle himself is

very difficult to predict for a long horizon. Note, also, that

the leader is not a dot in the space, but a physical object

with width of about 500 mm.

After avoiding the obstacle, the scans are taken by the

laser every 200 ms with 180° fan view. The detectable ran-

ge of the laser is [150; 10,000] mm. However, while the

robot is moving, these scans had to be adjusted in respect

to an absolute coordinate system (e.g. linked to the initial

robot's position), see Fig. 2. This is done by super-positio-

ning scans stored in a buffer and ordered by tuples regar-

ding the time of collection taken at consecutive time ins-

tants (Fig. 9). Once several (10-15 in this experiment)

scans were collected, the robot could detect the position of

the leader (red point) out of several static objects (green

point) and rejoin the leader and to continue with the Basic

Follower procedure, Fig. 1.

In this paper we demonstrated a novel approach for

leader follower behaviour of UGV in uncertain environ-

ment. The hardware specification of the provided plat-

form was a selected Pioneer 3-DX robot with laser, sonar

sensors and a compass on board. As an external sensor,

a smart phone with accelerometer and a compass on board

was also provided.

The software components of the proposed approach

were divided in three main layers: following, detecting

and avoiding obstacles, and rejoining the leader. Three

controllers (the P-controller, FLC, and eMBPC) were ap-

plied separately in the Basic Follower layer. In order to de-

tect obstacles and differentiate those from the leader, two

conditions were checked; i) sudden large drop in the dis-

tance and ii) the current status of the leader provided by

the smart phone Nokia N97. When the obstacle is detec-

ted, two sensors (laser and sonar) were used for the obsta-

cle avoidance procedure. Finally, in order to rejoin the lea-

der after the robot successfully avoided the obstacle, two

alternative techniques were proposed; i) predicting the

leader's trajectory, and ii) super-position of the scans taken

by the laser. The overall behaviour was tested successfully

indoors and outdoors at Lancaster University.

The leader follower behaviour presented in this paper

assumed that the robot follows the leader behind. How-

ever, in order to develop a robot with social skills and

intelligence, it needs to engage the leader and accompany

him/her as a human would. We intend to address the issue

in our future work by developing behaviours which allow

the robot to travel side-by-side with the leader in a socially

acceptable manner.Another task is to improve the control-

9.3.2. Superposition of the Laser's Scan

10. Conclusion

10.1. Summary

10.2. Future Work
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P Controller

FLC

MBPC

8.5

4.93

4.45

RMSE

0.53

0.60

0.54

RMSE

d (mm) � �( )

150.6

112.3

100.6

MAE

10.00

11.21

8.58

MAE
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ler by developing a self-adaptive fuzzy controller which

works online without the compulsory need of an offline

pre-training and does not need a prior knowledge about

the differential equations governing the system. In addi-

tion, to improve the robot's performance in identifying the

leader out of many moving objects (after avoiding the ob-

stacle), super-position of the scans collected by the laser

can be combined with the direction of the movement of the

leader measured by the magnetometer of the smart phone

carried by him/her. This issue should be addressed in an-

other publication
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